BenZhou Group, one of the leading Scooter manufacturers of China, recently introduced 10 new models of High Speed Electric and Hybrid Scooters for export to over 100 countries.

Feb. 24, 2009 - PRLog -- BenZhou Motorcycle Group, based in Taizhou, China, is one of the leading manufacturers of high quality scooters since over 12 years. Recently BenZhou ventured into the field of Electric Scooters and quickly became one of the leading exporters of Electric Scooters to over 40 countries with over 50 different models of scooters shipping over 2,00,000 units a year.

Now, with the ever increasing demand of high speed electric scooters and alternative energy, BenZhou group has introduced a new range of High Speed Electric & Hybrid scooters. Although electric scooters are very new for a lot of countries, there has been a huge increase in sales since last year, as people look to move away from gasoline vehicles to electric & hybrid ones. Until now the biggest problem with the electric scooters was the low speeds and long charging times, both of which are solved in the High speed (2000w - 3500w giving over 70kph speed) with Lithium batteries (under 90 min charging time). The Hybrid Scooters range from 500w/50cc up to 3500w/150cc, with our own EPA/DOT/EEC Certifications.

BenZhou Motorcycle Group has their own factories, with over 1,000 employees, to build the Steel Frames, Plastic Parts, Lights, Painting & Electric components in-house, this has ensured the very best in quality and service over the years. From designing, research & production, till marketing, logistics & exporting, BenZhou Group implements a 6Sigma management process to ensure the absolute best quality as well as service.

To know more about the High Speed Electric & Hybrid Scooters, visit their website at www.benzhougroup.com or contact at soni(at)benzhougroup.com.

###

BenZhou vehicle industry group Co., Ltd. is a private enterprise ranking among the motor companies recognized by Chinese Economy and Trade Community.

The group occupies 1,33,500 M2 of area, having 250 million yuan of capital assets. At present, our company has more than 1000 employees, including 130 technical employees, 48 middle/high-grade technical staffs for new products development and more than 50 middle/high-grade administrant.

Now we have more than 60 types of scooters, motorcycles and special motors and 50CC-250CC engines, which have gotten certifications of ISO9001, “CCC”, “E-MARK“, “DOT”, and“EPA”. So far, we have 18 branch companies over the country and more than 1300 sales network and repair shops engaged by special arrangement; we are now communicating with customers from over 100 countries and cooperating with customers from more than 50 countries; our products are being sold to North & South America, Southeast Asia, Europe, Africa & other countries
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